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Ref : DEV/AB/131 

DATE-28/04/2022 

To 

Mr Aditya Bakde 

BSE Limited 

Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 

Dalal Street, Mumbai-400001 

Scrip Code-542679 

Ref:Email RefNo-L/SURV/ONL/PV/NP/2022-2023/2305 ee eee eee eee
 

dated 21/04/2022 

Sub:Clarification on Price Movement 

Dear Sir 

This is with reference to your Email Reference No- YSURV/ON LIPV/NP/2022- 

2023/2305 

We wish to inform that there are no events ,_ information/ 

announcement (including impending announcement ) etc that have a 

bearing on the price /volume behaviour of the scrip of to the company 

and are required to be disclosed to the Stock Exchanges, pursuant to 

Regulation 30 of the SEBI(Listing Obligations & Disclosure 

Requirements) Regulation , 2015 

We further submit that there is no definite event or development that 

the Company is a party to or privy to, or otherwise aware of, which 

requires disclosure by the company under regulation 30 of the 

SEBI(Listing Obligation & Disclosure Requirements 2015 
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[herefere, we are unable 
ihe price of the Equity Shares of the company across Exchanges. In t if , Whatever the movement in the price of Equity hares In the company is, It ig PurGly due to market conditions and abeOlulely market driven and the management of the company is not GOnnected with such movement In the price 

We would like to state that the Company would continue to inform block Exchanges about any price sensitive informations and to make it avallable in the website of the company In due compliance of the law 

We will IIke to inform you that our stock is in PERIODIC CALL OPTION dus to which our investors are facing trouble in trading in our stocks as the same is limited for a time period . So we request you to kindly help us In getting the stock into normal category so that the Investors or traders can do their trades smoothly If there is anything which we need to do on our end to upgrade the stock to a better category we request you to kindly guide us with the same and we will try to abide by the 
bame, 

Awating @ positive and prompt response from the Exchange on the 
same 

Kindly take the above on record 

Thanking You 

Yours Faithfuly 

(HOF Ohandshee Pléctlonics Limited a 

J)o Pa PK atlaaharye | Aa 
Company Secret 

Ananda Bhattacharyya \- ( a | 

(Company Secretary) \ Ng ar j 
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